Fort Cumberland open space
Site of Interest for Nature Conservation (SINC)

Over one hundred species of plant have been recorded on
this heathland site. This collection of plants is home to a
wide range of insects and animals, providing them with
food and shelter.

Birds

This site has been
designated a SINC
because of its
importance to wildlife.

The Dartford Warbler
(protected under European
law) can be seen on this
site all through the year.
The gorse heathland is its
preferred habitat.

The abundant Gorse is especially valuable to emerging
insects as it flowers prolifically in early spring.

Another nationally rare
bird, the Stonechat, is also a
regular visitor. Many other
more familiar birds can be
seen, particularly finches
and Linnets.

Particularly attractive flowers on this site include the
charming Autumn Lady’s Tresses Orchid with its spiral of
flowers, the bright blue Viper’s Bugloss and the solitary
broad flower heads of the Oxeye Daisy.
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This open space is the largest area of natural coastal heathland in
Portsmouth. It has developed on a large stable shingle bank.
The land has undergone considerable disturbance over the years due to human activity. For
many years the area was used by the Military as a rifle range before being acquired by
Portsmouth City Council in 1979. More recently it was used by Southern Water as a storage
compound during the construction of the Eastney Long-sea Outfall in 1989.

Reptiles
On warm sunny days in the summer, lizards may be
seen basking in on open ground. Slow worms, although
appearing quite dissimilar, are a form of legless lizard.

Insects
Insects are a vital part of any rich wildlife site. If you look
carefully a fascinating range of insects can be found here.
During summer you may well hear the raucous high
pitched song of the Great Green Bush Cricket. This bright
green insect, although reaching lengths in excess of 5cm,
can still be hard to see whereas other insects, such as
butterflies, are far easier to spot.
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These days the land is an open space enjoyed by the public. Wildlife thrives here.
We hope you enjoy your visit: Please avoid disturbing the wildlife. If you have any
concerns about this site please contact the City Helpdesk on 023 9283 4092
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* These images kindly provided by the Hampshire Ornithological Society www.hos.org.uk
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